New Years 2017
with Archaei Mary &
Archangel Raphael

Sheep May
Safely Graze
Teachings to Others Not of the Catholic Church:
The speaking to a number not of the Catholic Church was by a special dispensation.

Christ and Soul Psychic
Typist: The question was, “How do I get to become a psychic so I too can
talk to ones such as Jesus?”

You are stuck on the 1:00-7:00 axis. The 1:00 is the wanting things, the
wishing, wanting to be a psychic, so you fail the 1:00. The 7:00 is the line of
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soul-sensitivity, if you get that far, you will be Christ psychic as the soulsensitivity is on this line.
Nancy of Oregon: Then you have to understand scripture too of the soul
wedded to Christ.
HOLY AIMEE: …meet the Bridal Call. Knowing what is the initiation of the
Bride of Christ, garnering a path to receive the initiation.
JESUS CHRIST: In this image of Aimee
Semple McPherson, you see the Light.
You need this level to become Christ
psychic that can be trusted.
MOTHER MARY: It is not actually without
a path of initiation to earn this role of
providing the donkey for Jesus Christ to
ride into the city of Jerusalem. Thus you
know that Stephen Eckl he did put forth
such an effort in decree work, that was
many hours every day not done begrudgingly .
ANDREA SELESTOW: The priests of the United States Catholic Church have
gone through decades and centuries of initiation. They raised their Levels to
serve Jesus Christ and so they already know when Jesus Christ desires to
speak to them. They ask, “Is that you Jesus?”
Nancy of Oregon: This is the same as when the boy Samuel asked “If this
you God?” In other words, these are great devotees of the Bible. They cull
the teachings and initiations out of scripture. They pass their tests.
STEVEN ECKL: And so how long? They had to go through the initiations of
what Jesus said, “I need a donkey to ride into the city of Jerusalem” and you
have to provide the donkey of Jesus year upon year before you can even get
the initiation where you are on the Road of Emmaus to be blinded by the
Light for example In other words there are many steps to this!
Typist: The 6:00 o'clock line is not an easy line to pass.
Mandarin: You have to pass this line first to get to the 7:00!
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STEVEN ECKL: The secret rays are on the 7:00 through 12:00. So the
selfishness, the depression. You are as if thrown into a well. The initiation is
to scaling the walls of a well where you have been thrown down by karma
where it is dark, so the initiations of the 6:00 not so easily passed.
Nancy of Oregon: It is a rock bottom time. What you find you learn here is
the humility on the blue cross. (12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00)
ANDREA SELESTOW: You cannot live for bread alone and so on. To reach for
the Level 5 might be a step to attain to the 7:00. You are not living for
yourself. The 6:00 I also found to be a difficult line to pass. You are faced
with guilt and shame. You have to pass all the records of the past,
somewhere here, you feel “I have passed 50% of karma balanced”— I kid you
not.
Typist: The 7:00 o'clock line you are not there should you sense such a
poverty consciousness, as this is the line of God Gratitude.
STEVEN ECKL: The 7:00, an abundance. Where is your scripture in
abundance? so long have you been in the teachings? So you go to the lefthanded path to the 1:00 is the 5:00 of ignorance, envy and jealousy and— that
you have!
Nancy of Oregon: You go to the right-handed path, which is the 9:00 of God
Reality. And this is the line of the Holy Spirit. And what greater initiation
can there be, right? Than gullible people thinking they can be as the high
priests to be voting on popes. These cannot go about directing the Holy Spirit
in their rolling on the floor with mouth frothing with saliva where they
instead of having the Holy Spirit are instead channeling gospel demons.
STEVEN ECKL: It will be ill-gotten gains if you try to push on this here. As I
myself had ascended even while in embodiedment. And I did learn to
change in alchemy1 via the control of the lines of the Cosmic Clock. [Note:
the name Carl Showalter was not to say that the teachings of ECP would be
learned from him.
SAINT DIANE: He did not have a dispensation.
1

Alchemy to the magician is controlling demons with their psychic vision.
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MOTHER MARY: Carl while a preacher, did not carry the dispensation either
although he made a substantial effort along with his wife Nancy. And so you
would not be learning the teachings from them. You would not be able to
furthermore know the difference in how the violet flame is a cosmic erasure
and such teachings of Elizabeth Clare Prophet that they themselves do not
know is false.
JESUS CHRIST: While Carl is a
priest, he moved to Ecuador
thinking this is where the new
Church would be based on the
dictation that the Meru’s at
Lake Titicaca would be
replacing Helios and Vesta
while Saladin the criminal and
ECP would take their place,
and this will never happen.
GOD HELIOS: That dictation was made up. It does not happen this way.
Andrea, explain this to them.
ANDREA SELESTOW: ECP wore the $100-$500 dresses. These offices have
been held sometimes by individuals over many millions of years. Just
because she is used to changing her gowns, it does not mean that Helios is
going somewhere on account of her changing into a new glamour outfit.
STEVEN ECKL: The 1:00 is then overcome with law.
Nancy of Oregon: The 1:00 is also the line of gossip. In wanting to be a
psychic, you would be best to mind your own business. In the days of
Ramakrishna, he would not teach the student who was psychic as he had no
hearing of the Truth.
Mandarin: You have to know what is Reality. And when you are psychic
you are easily fooled that you know when you get half the truth, and you do
not know that you have been snookered.
Nancy of Oregon: We call it the muttering and peepings out of the astral
plane.
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______________________

Final File To Those Not of the Catholic Church
The speaking to a number not of the Catholic Church was by a special dispensation.

The Galloway, John Fanuzzi, James Kramer, Roger Gefvert, Juliana Cherry, Christina and
Frank Dolan, Melinda and Tomas Delgado, Margaret Gros, Jewel Wieczorek, Joyce Heiser
(MOTHER MARY: in 2 months yes), former NYTC, Bayard, Genevieve and 8 other people.

Typist: The bridge teachings are not complete. But you do need to know
them. You cannot stay with the teachings you learned solely from CUT. It is
that oftentimes what was the Level was a kindergarten Level in its
presentation. The violet flame is not some cosmic erasure for example. And
Beloved Surya gave the BRIDGE teachings in the Seven Stages of
Consciousness. And if you would strive here to take the bridge, you will see
that you go back and understand the teachings in another light. The example
I use of a Level 5 is Carl Showalter. He left the teachings to continue to do the
altar work. However you see it is not only the priest example, only that you
need to in your own field, do the Cosmic Clock work and not have it just a
piece of paper with numbers on it! But that you know it as a Level 7.
MOTHER MARY: The bridge teachings through Pearl Dorris are also made for
the I AM students. You need to bridge over to what are the current teachings
that were not given as Elizabeth Clare Prophet sought to take over the role of
the Mother of God.
SAINT DIANE: Those teachings are many. It will include the teachings on
prayer that is forthcoming this year.
GOD HELIOS: What you one and all are in need of is to find the 24/7 Mother
Mary vigils when the new United States Catholic Church has them. In this
light, you will find many of your concerns answered.
To those children who have suffered so greatly, I can say that you must,
absolutely must work, on your condition, as the horror is such that it wrecks
your emotions, your mind, it is a genocide if you will.
ALPHA: [On the children.] Now you see one such as Hilarion was one who
came into this life to ascend. And through his wrong involvement with the
inner circle that he himself traversed in a diametric opposite way. Thus it
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requires that you not only recognize your having reached rock-bottom but
that you must be able to go about extraordinary efforts to counteract the
poisons.
[On the Catholic priests.] From a survey of the United States priests,
other than the elderly hierarchy who are the ones that Jesus Christ himself
has identified as the Levels 5, 6, 7 and beyond, the majority of the priests
require that their training be anew as it is not adequate to carry the
ministerial work.
SAINT DIANE: Are they prepared for the new Church?
MOTHER MARY: What Beloved Alpha is saying for them to do is to go to
Alcoholics Anonymous for 3 sessions. They are to go in plain clothes. They
need to reach rock bottom that they were cuckoo to give the Nicene Creed so
many years, and that they are alcoholic behaviors if they continue the old
Catholic Church ways— Nicene Creed, Augustine, rationalists, Vatican II
behaviors. And to do this right away to help the United States Church
hierarchy in preparations.
He in addition says that Alcoholics Anonymous in teaching the 12 steps
is something you would try to learn to teach others also: try to be reaching
rock bottom, having faith in God. The Catholic Church is not an ensign of
class, upper-classmanship and classification but it is humility that you must
learn as part of your understanding of the way of life, love and liberty.

The Individual Letters


Typist: To the children who feel gyped in their education at MI. Most of the children
were not of the inner church. But you are right, the church did not truly have an outer
church for you. They did not have catechism, testing you on the faith. They did not have
the usual rituals as the Catholic Church. So you have to find your way by not following
after false gurus is how you look at it, right? So you would find out what is a 12-step
program, you try to reach rock bottom, and begin as a pilgrim, learn the path reading the
New Testament, and go to the 24/7 vigils of Mother Mary, go to the places where she
appears. You do not need to interact with false gurus, there is a safe passage for you.
ANDREA SELESTOW: You got gyped all right. But you remember me, and you say, you
do not have to accept that there is not a path as I showed you by my example that you
ought to always be striving and changing and Mary Lou’s example at the bookstore.
Nancy of Oregon: Your parents may have seemed fanatical but it is time you moved on.
children were reincarnated from the I AM and you likewise have some history that has
nothing to do with your “crummy” parents.
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MOTHER MARY: James Scully, you are not doing as you ought. You will need to go
further. SAINT DIANE: A 12-step program will help you reach rock bottom. Typist:
James, you have the 2:00-8:00 axis to work through. Try to identify every 10 minutes
where this appears. Mighty Astrea often would give exact minutes, like every 7 minutes.
MOTHER MARY: Once you attain this, you will master the other lines better. You also
have the 5:00-11:00 axis to work upon. SAINT DIANE: The ascension requires you do this.



MOTHER MARY: Sue Ann Wheat was murdered.



Typist: RZ: You have co-dependency behavior which causes you to act this way.



JESUS CHRIST: Those who followed after xLanello and a part of his false hierarchy who
were not ascended are better to take embodiedment as they will not pass the Judgment of
Souls Trial.



Typist: On the necromancy by false hierarchies. They will come around to haunt you for
your association to the organization. And you must be able to sense the evil and
denounce them. By leading you in guilt and shame, you are led as a slave, and this is as
they know your name, your past. Nancy of Oregon: They do try to have you on their
side. So you may recall how the false hierarchy messengers would say about ECP, “that
former organization got it wrong.” STEVEN ECKL: You need to know the teachings,
and the gospel, and not go by money contributions and the social network. Mandarin:
Don’t let anyone put a guilt trip on you.



Typist: Raya, it would help if you would set up a program either stumping or a novena
to Mother Mary, something where you can earn a dispensation. As you can have new
hub cabs to the vehicle and records removed, but it requires a work to earn a
dispensation. And you will see the progress more so. ANDREA SELESTOW: Indra,
Hilary, you too. Otherwise you have to wait until you die.



To the Genetic Scientist— Typist: Thank you for your calls. What you go by is this
statement of Luther Burbank for this life. “If you will work to relieve the suffering of
mankind, all abundance and knowledge will come to you.” MOTHER MARY: The calls
can continue now as you desire, and they have helped.

Reference Material: Click “STUDY” or http://howheal.com/gospel.html.

Typist: There are a number of inquires still coming in. This one is about the
participation in the sex cults. And that is whether at the Ranch office, Ranch
Headquarters or the false hierarchy group organizations. Let me say with
certainty, that you need to move forward. And that you need to learn that you
will no longer run red lights. You live by the Ten Commandments and not made
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idols out of leaders, the First Commandment. And the Seventh Commandment,
Thou shall not commit adultery.
Some have the concern of the treachery of ECP & MLP. Same thing, move
forward. It was as said to Larry Cummins yesterday. Serapis Bey said to him,
“We have work for you here.”
SERAPIS BEY: It is something to look forward to, although he knew much of the
wrongdoing, he needs to go beyond what he knew.
SAINT THEONYM: We told him he would be ascending.
SERAPIS BEY: That he was a Level 7. You have each work to do! Suicide is not
an option. Staying put going nowhere is not an option.. You have enough of the
teachings to move forward!
SAINT THEONYM: Whether someone has gone to the second death is not as
important for you now. You have to recognize evil on the instant, know what
Commandment they are breaking and not follow them.
Typist: Hello! It is you who must say, “You are toast!”
ANDREA SELESTOW: And they or someone like them appears you say, “Get out
of my face!”
Nancy of Oregon: “You give me the creeps!”
ANDREA SELESTOW: The one caught in the sex cult thought the only way out
was to slit her wrists. This she did.
STEVEN ECKL: She bled to death.
ANDREA SELESTOW: And she was in the sex cult at the RO and Glasty.
STEVEN ECKL: Then further on, the First Commandment says, Thou Shall Have
No Other Gods” and that you never ever give the “annihilation” decree that is
the decree of the witches. It was used at the gangland slaying of ECP, to smash
her.
Typist: I do not have a further dispensation to speak to the suicides, although
that cannot be helped but to answer. You have to follow the Ten Commandments.
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MOTHER MARY: We do not have a further dispensation. Do follow the injunction
to move forward.
See at the end the applicable and summary teachings for this group.
SERAPIS BEY: Suicide is not the answer. You will come back into worse
conditions. It is best you work on your morality and co-dependency.
Mandarin: Even the students of Rajneesh had to move forward.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: Rajneesh was a buddha turned con man.
SERAPIS BEY: Only you can tell this. And what is the use of committing suicide
when you have not learned the basics, to follow the Ten Commandments and to
watch for wolves in sheep’s clothing.
Larry, your job will not be in computers this time. It will be more
interesting work. See you2 all when you get here.
May I say to a number of you, that you not leave embodiedment if you
can as you know not that you can sleep where you are on earth, and there is no
sleep here. If you have a penchant, you are stuck in that mode for a long time.
Try to learn the chanting, do the work of learning the Teachings. See you when
you, the Lightbearers, all get here.
_______________________
FATHER MALACHI: In a meeting with Beloved ALPHA, it was inordinate to
include the burned confession letters of those of whom the false hierarchies had
not been cleared. A summary is provided at the end as teaching, as this is of a
help to you to recognize further the nature of evil in this age.
ANDREA SELESTOW: You see one did collect semen samples for the witches
covens. The unrighteousness of what happened to various other ones is what
always seemed to revolve around gaining power through manipulating sex
energy.
Mandarin: It was inordinate as in the past Beloved ALPHA would clear the false
hierarchies before there be some work done with these.

2

Lloyd is doing fine at Serapis Bey’s Retreat. He is not a Level 1, 2, 3, 4.
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ANDREA SELESTOW: You knew of my life that I was attacked by any and all
false hierarchies that I could not go left or right.
SAINT DIANE: Some of you know my history as Diane Diegel that I died of cancer
from these severe attacks by the Annice Booth false hierarchy. Beloved ALPHA
had cleared many of these false hierarchies.

Teachings to Others Not of the Catholic Church
Various Question/Concern

Nancy of Oregon: You need to go to Alcoholics Anonymous meetings for 7
months minimum. When they ask you to say, “I am an alcoholic,” you say, “I
am an alcoholic behavior.”
NATHAN the Judge: You go to a 12-step program. I have hit rock bottom. I
need God to help me.
__________
Typist: The smoke and mirrors and the lies is a great fright to consider but you
do need to move forward. Because you must learn the initiations of the Ten
Commandments. In other words, that you go through a decade suffering say
with a sexoholic with a black sex demon, then you learn the seed of equivalent
benefit. Thereafter you say, ”Thou Shall Not Commit Adultery, No Sexual
Misconduct.” And forevermore, I will not run that red light—the Seventh
Commandment.
Nancy of Oregon: You would be surprised how this is a must. That even when
you ascend, you find the derelicts here. And you need to be able to see that you
are being proselytized to work for the false hierarchy.
Mandarin: The Ten Commandments protect you. And that you failed, well, you
move on. It is forevermore a scar you have, but it will serve you well, that you
will never ever break the Ten Commandments.
JESUS CHRIST: We will see if you have further more to say.
__________
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Typist: He was bi-sexual for a reason. It was so that the sex cult could be
enforced. But it was a great evil as men there did not desire to be homosexual.
And once the rape occurred, they became his tool to use.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: It is not much different than what Bill Clinton did to have
sex with a woman and then he next approached the man when he is tired with
saying “darling.” It is not as you think a normal intercourse.
__________
Typist: What happened to your mother was that she was taken to the shack
rapings. And your father lied to her and said that they should stay on staff.
ANDREA SELESTOW: He was a part of the shack rapings.
__________
Typist: All that can be said is to ask you again to move on, again. You are not a
Level 1 and yet you act like this. It is not a valid choice by defaulting to the
Pinniped demon of the Europeans.
NATHAN the Judge: You can go to a 12 step program as you are not a Level 1.
__________
Typist: The question is what do you do with the marriage to the demon. The
demon comes around and asks you to masturbate with him. Do recognize what
is the Level 2. They only have one will, and that is to manipulate you to get what
he wants. He is one without a God conscience. He can be a con-man, charlatan,
a usurper, a coveter. In this day and age of thinking anyone who has popcorn
watching TV with you is culturally a nice guy, requires that you see learn what is
Absolute Evil.
EMPEROR LeAMTHE: Thus the Ten Commandments would keep you in good
stead.
__________
Typist: Phylos in Earth Dweller Returns tries to help the reincarnated Atlanteans
in the United States to not repeat the mistakes as made on Atlantis. Edgar Cayce
called it selfishness.
SAINT DIANE: You have to go forward here.
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STEVEN ECKL: Phylos describes a Lemurian reincarnated in the South. She on
Lemuria went with her brother and a gang of men to cut out the heart of
someone that she did not like—all this was done in ennui.
Nancy of Oregon: When you live by likes and dislikes of the 1:00 o'clock line,
this is the line of witchcraft.
MAHA CHOHAN: We have seen the Beloved One, Jesus Christ, appearing as
sudden lightning, out of the sky, and he calls for a person to go direct to
Judgment of Souls Trial. And next we hear they are no more!
ANDREA SELESTOW: So these at you knew from Camelot, all in a heartbeat at
the call of Beloved Jesus Christ were sent into the Judgment of Souls Trial.
FATHER MALACHI: It is not to incite fear however. You work on the Pinniped
and worker bee demons.
Nancy of Oregon: No man knows his time.
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